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23 Inaugural Lecture:
How Telecommunication Sector Contributes N1.452 Trillions
to our GDP in the First Quarter - Prof. U. G. Danbatta By: Nura Garba

T

he Executive Vice Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the Nigerian
Communication Commission (NCC), Professor
Umar Garba Danbatta, has stressed the distinctive role
played by the NCC not only to itself but also to other
sectors of the economy in the country's march towards
diversifying its economy and reducing over reliance on
oil and gas.
rd

Professor Danbatta, who presented the 23 Inaugural
Professorial Lecture on Thursday, 2nd November, 2017 at
the Mahmud Tukur Theatre, Old Campus titled: Getting
Out of the Woods: Diversifying Nigeria's Economy
through the Telecommunications Sector, disclosed that,
in a bid to address the structural imbalance of monolithic
economic dependency in Nigeria, efforts had been made
to develop the non-oil sectors of the economy by
initiating various supportive policies and incentives
aimed at encouraging economic
diversification with different degrees.

Professor Danbatta said within the pace of two years of
after the implementation of the SVP, the
telecommunication sector had played a greater role in
Nigeria's economic diversification. Prominent ones
amongst them include: contributions to the education,
health, financial services and transportation sectors of
the economy.
He said quantitative result showed that active mobilebroadband penetration had increased within the pace of
one year from less than 10% in 2015 to 20.95% in 2016
and internet penetration reached a milestone of 47.44%
and the contribution of the telecommunication sector in
the first quarter of 2017 is N1.452 trillions to the GDP
i.e. 9.16%. This, he said, was an increase of 0.2%
compared to the First Quarter of 2016, indicating stable
growth in the telecoms sector.

Professor Danbatta explained that the
current administration of NCC had
attained some major milestones in its
mandate of developing the industry
through putting in place various
strategies. Under his stewardship, NCC
developed Strategic Vision Plan (SVP)
for the fiscal years 2015 to 2020. He said
the SVP provides a comprehensive
roadmap for promoting innovation,
investment, competition and consumer
empowerment, as well as improved the
Quality of Services (QoS) within the
telecommunications industry.
Prof. U. G. Danbatta delivering his Professorial Inaugural lecture

According to him, to develop the SVP,
the focus was on an 8-Point Agenda that
was aimed at ensuring a reflection of the overall strategy
of the commission. He said the 8 agenda was to facilitate
broadband penetration; improve QoS; optimize usage
and benefits of spectrum; promote ICT innovation and
investment opportunities; facilitate strategic
collaboration and partnership; protect and empower
consumers; promote fair competition and inclusive
growth and ensure regulatory excellence and
operational efficiency.

Earlier, the Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad
Yahuza Bello, said the lecture was unique because
Professor Dambatta was the first academic to deliver the
inaugural lecture from the Faculty of Engineering. The
inaugural lecture witnessed a large turn-out of the
members of the university community, including the
immediate past INEC Chairman, Professor Attahiru
Jega, and the Vice Chancellor of Kogi State University,
Professor M.S Abdulkadir.
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No Development Without Savings …Says Professor Karwai
By: Lamara Garba

A

University Don from Ahmadu Bello
University, Zaria, Professor Abdullahi
Sulaiman Karwai, has said that any society
yearning for prosperous economic stability and growth
with guaranteed social security must encourage its
citizens to adopt the culture of saving.
Delivering a paper titled, “Mobilizing Savings for
Development: The Role of Islamic Cooperative
Societies” during a public lecture to celebrate the World
Savings Day, jointly organized by the International
Institute of Islamic Banking and Finance and the
st
Samaha Islamic Cooperative Society, on Tuesday, 31

hundreds of millions across the world with a turnover of
over 1 trillion US Dollars. He said this figure has, by far,
out-numbered the ones employed by global
multinational corporations, thereby, playing a great role
in this respect.
Earlier, in her welcome address, the Director of the
International Institute of Islamic Banking and Finance
(IIIBF), Professor Binta Tijjani Jibril, said the lecture
was organized as part of the programmes aimed at reawakening the consciousness of the people on the
importance of savings in our national growth.
She disclosed that, for the past 90 years, the world
had been celebrating this day, but here in Nigeria, it
was newly introduced, pointing out that it was aimed
at inculcating the culture of savings amongst the
populace. She promised to sustain the yearly
activities so as to sensitize the Nigerian populace on
savings for development.
Another Guest Speaker, an industrialist, Alhaji
Sa'idu Dattijo Adhama, complained about poor
communal activity among the people of Nigeria
nowadays. He said the people of yester-years were
by far better than the present generation in terms of
co-operative and communal activities.

Professor Binta Tijjani Jibril

October, 2017 at Mahmud Tukur Theatre, Old Campus,
Karwai noted that economic development depends on
investment whereas investment could happen without
savings.

He traced the idea of Cooperative Society to the era
of Prophet Muhammad (SAW), but regrettably said 'we
become more individualistic and too self-centred, which
he has been the bane of our growth and economic
buoyancy'.

According to him, for Nigeria to join the league of
developed nations, “we must shift our paradigm from a
society that saves for consumption purposes to that
system in which we save for development,” stressing
that saving schemes are important instruments of
empowering people.

The 1993 Presidential candidate on the platform of
National Republican Convention (NRC), Alhaji Bashir
Othman Tofa, who chaired the occasion, told the
gathering that the North was lagging behind due to its
poor culture of savings and investment. This, sadly,
edged the region out in the scheme of things, especially
Abdullahi Karwai, who is a Professor of Business in the area of modern banking and other financial
Administration, disclosed that in terms of job creation, systems.
for example, Cooperative Societies accounted for

V

New Students Hostel to be Completed Before the
Year Ends - Vice Chancellor By: Abubakar Yusuf

ice Chancellor Professor Muhammad Yahuza
Bello said the new students' hostel building
sponsored by the renown Islamic cleric and
business tycoon, Sheik (Dr) Isiyaka Rabiu, Khadimul
Qur'an, at the Old Campus of the University would be
completed before the year ended.
Professor Bello disclosed this in a Pyramid Radio phone
st
in programme called “Ranar wanka” on Tuesday 31
October, 2017.

2

He said recently the University had got an additional
female students hostel at Aminu Kano Teaching
Hospital, which was named after Madam Stalla
Adadeboh, who contributed in preventing millions of
Nigerians from being infected with ebola. Another
female hostel for postgraduate students, according to
him, was also built in the Old Campus of the University
which was named after Amina Namadi Sambo, the wife
of the former Vice President of Nigeria.
He said two new hostels were found in the new campus
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of the University. “With all this increment, the
He said very soon the university would convert two
University cannot accommodate half of its students in
classrooms that are close to a hostel into a reading room
the campus,” Professor Bello added.
and provide solar energy in it in case of power failure, so
On the welfare of Students, the Vice Chancellor said that students would use it if the main library was closed.
On the issue of the 2017/2018 admission exercise,
the Vice Chancellor said over seventy thousand
candidates choose Bayero University as their first
choice for both UTME and direct entry. But only nine
thousand students, according to him, would get
admission .He said the University would be fair to
every candidate.
Some of the people that called during the pragramme
urged the University to do everything humanly
possible to see that they increase the number of
candidates admitted every year, most especially
those that came from Kano and Jigawa States. They
also congratulated the Vice Chancellor for the
very soon the University would provide enough beds
success
recorded in the University during the past two
and mattresses in all hostels of the University. This,
according to him, had been started in the four new years of his administration.
hostels that were recently completed where each hostel
was provided with beds and mattresses.

BUK Staff Excels at International Academy of
Perenatal Medicine Competition By: Bala G. Abdullahi

D

r. Fatima Usman of the Department of
Pediatrics, Bayero University, Kano, has won
nd
the 2 best price in the Young Scientist Group of
the International Academy of Perenatal Medicine
Competition, which took place at the just concluded
World Congress of Perenatal Medicine (WCPM), in
Serbia, Belgrade.

He thanked the Vice Chancellor for all the support and
assistance he had been extending to the association,
th
adding that the 14 Congress of the Association would
take place in Istanbul, Turkey.

Responding, the Vice Chancellor, Professor
Muhammad Yahuza Bello, congratulated the BUK
delegates to the Congress particularly, Dr. Fatima
nd
This was disclosed by Dr. Aliyu Labaran Dayyabu, the Usman, who did the University proud by emerging 2
best at the Young Scientist Competition.
President of African Perenatal Society (APS).
He told the Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad
Yahuza Bello, during a courtesy call on Friday, 3rd
November, 2017 that a delegation of five academic
Medical Doctors led by him had attended the 13th
World Congress of Prenatal Medicine (WCPM),
th
th
which took place from 26 to 29 October, 2017 at
Serbia, Belgrade.
Dr. Aliyu, who is from the Department of O&G and
also the Deputy Secretary of the World Association of
Perenatal Medicine (WAPM), stated that, during the
congress, the International Academy of Perenatal
Medicine held a Young Scientist Group Competition
during which Dr. Fatima's presentation won the
second best prize.

He assured that the University would continue to

VC, Prof. M. Y. Bello

support academic staff who were members of the World
He said the association's primary objectives were to Association of Prenatal Medicine as part of the
improve and sustain the health of children and University's efforts to encourage the attainment of
womenfolk.
academic excellence.
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BUK Alumni Secretary Turbaned as Village Head
The Emir of Kano Muhammadu Sanusi II has turbaned the
General Secretary of Bayero University Alumni, Alhaji
Rilwan Bello Ahmad, as the Sarkin Fulani and Village
Head of Durbunde in Takai Local Government.
In his speech during the turbaning in his Palace on Monday,
th
6 November, 2017, the Emir, while congratulating the
new village head, urged him to work hard for the
development of his people, Kano state and the country at
large.
In his response Alhaji Rilwan Bello, Sarkin Fulani,
thanked the Emir and the district head of Takai together

with the people of
Durbunde for
making his dream a
reality. He
promised that he
w o u l d
d o
everything
humanly possible
to ensure that he
does not let them
down.
Alhaji Rilwan Bello Ahmad
th

Submit 2017 Annual Report Latest by 15 December, 2017
The Chairman Annual Retreat Committee, who is also
the Director, Directorate of Academic Planning, Prof. B.
S. Aliyu, reminds the Provost of the College of Health
Science, Deans of Faculties and Schools, Directors of
Centres and Directorates, as well as Heads of
Administrative Units that they are expected to prepare a
report of their major 2017 activities and their plans for

2018.
They are expected to submit a Microsoft Word version
of the report to dir.dap@buk.edu.ng and to copy to
th
ashehu.dpa@buk.edu.ng latest by Friday, 15
December, 2017. Thereafter they are to make a PowerPoint version of the report for presentation at the retreat.

BAYERO UNIVERSITY, KANO
BAYERO UNIVERSITY, KANO

TEMPLATE FOR PREPARING RETREAT REPORT
ACADEMIC INSTITUTES/CENTRES REPORTING TEMPLATE (JANUARY – DECEMBER 2016)
INTRODUCTION
· Brief history of the Institute /Centre
· Mission
· Objectives
Major Responsibilities/Duties/Programmes
Collaborations/Partnerships/Linkages
Score Card from the last retreat (major Achievements of office in 2017)
Constraints/Challenges of 2017
PROJECTIONS (for January – December 2018)
Recommendations

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NAME OF CENTRE/UNIT
DIRECTOR - Muhammad Dikko Aliyu, B.Sc (Ibadan), MSc (Edinburgh)
Staff of the Centre- Senior 4; Junior 6
1.
Year of Establishment:
2.0
Number of Departments/unit- List of departments, units or sections and their functions
3.0
Major Responsibilities/Duties
4.0
Score Card (Major Achievements in 2017)
5.0
Major Challenges and Recommendations (for RETREAT only) List out the challenges faced by the
unit and recommendations to the Management on the way forward.
6.0
2018 Projections
NOTE: Centres are expected to provide their annual reports in Word format complete with pictures,
illustrations, etc. The retreat report will, however, be in Microsoft Power point format and submitted as
email attachment latest by 15th December, 2017 to dir.dap@buk.edu.ng and ashehu.dpa@buk.edu.ng
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FACULTY OF ……………………………..
DEAN - Prof. Muhammad Dikko Aliyu, B.Sc (Ibadan), MSc (Edinburgh), PhD (BUK)
DEPUTY DEAN -----ditto---SUB-DEAN (ACADEMICS) -----ditto---SUB - DEAN (MAINTENANCE & FACILITIES) - -----ditto---EXAM OFFICER ------ditto---1.0
2.0
3.0

History: Brief history not more than 500 words
Staff Population: Academic 200; Non-Academic 550; Technical 20
Student Population: Number of Undergraduate students (male, female, total); Number of Postgraduate
students (male, female, total)
4.0
Departments and Academic Staff Profile
1. Agronomy
Head: Prof. Ibrahim Isah Abdallah, BSc (BUK), MSc (Zaria), PhD (Cambridge)
Email: iiabdallah.agric@buk.edu.ng
Professors & Assoc. Profs. In the department
Prof. Yahaya Adam BSc (ABU), MSc (NSUKKA), PhD (BUK)
Prof. Binta Othman, BSc (BUK), MSc (Makurdi), PhD (Sokoto)
Dr. Idris Mallam, BSc (Calabar), MSc (Portharcourt), PhD (Yola) (Assoc. Prof)
Other Staff in the Dept.
Snr. Lecturer - 5
Lecturer I & II - 7
Asst. Lecturer/ Graduate Asst. - 8
--------------------------------Ditto--------------for other DEPARTMENTS
5.0
Faculty research outlook
RESEARCH
S/N
DEPARTMENT
SEMINAR/
CONFERENCES
NO OF
HOSTED
PUBLICATIONS

AMOUNT OF
GRANTS
REMARKS
ATTRACTED

1
6.0
Faculty infrastructure
Type and number of Faculty/Department lecture theatres, lecture halls, lecture rooms, laboratories, studios, PG
resource rooms, etc.
NAME OF
S/NO.
*TYPE
INFRASTRUCTURE
CAPACITY
REMARKS
Staff development Promotions, trainings, etc.
Income utilization
DTLC
Donations
Other incomes generated (eg. From laboratory services, translation services, etc)
9.0
Student affairs How has the Faculty impacted on their welfare, mentoring, extra-curricular activities, etc.?
10.0
Projections (for January - December 2018) What are the plans of the Faculty in 2018 (not less than 400
words)
11.0
Major Challenges and Recommendations (for RETREAT only) List out the challenges faced by the
Faculty and recommendations to the Management on the way forward.
NOTE: Faculties are expected to provide their annual reports in Word format complete with pictures, illustrations,
etc. The retreat report will, however, be in Microsoft Power point format and submitted as email attachment
th
latest by 15 December, 2017 to dir.dap@buk.edu.ng and ashehu.dpa@buk.edu.ng

7.0
8.0
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Town Hall Meeting Resolves:

Kano State House of Assembly Should Approve 18 out of 21
Proposed Constitutional Amendment Bills
A Town Hall meeting convened at the Aminu Kano
Centre for Democratic Research and Training,
Mambayya House, Kano, has rejected three proposed
constitutional amendment bills and recommended 18
others to the Kano State House of Assembly for
endorsement. Legal immunity for Legislators, a change
of name for the police and the separation of the office of
Accountant General of the Federation from that of the
Federal Government were the three rejected.
This was the outcome of a one-day interaction on
Saturday, 28th October, 2017, at Sa'adu Zungur
Auditorium, co-sponsored by Mambayya House in
collaboration with Partnership to Engage, Reform and
Learn (PERL) a DFID funded Public Sector
Accountability and Governance Program and the
National Endowment for Democracy (NED) supported
Organization for Community Civic Engagement
(OCCEN). It brought together 105 Civil Society

Organizations from all the parts of the state. The meeting
was chaired by Prof. Haruna Wakili, the Director of
Mambayya House and Convener. The attendance cut
across all classes, including the media, women,
traditional rulers, religious leaders and other relevant
stakeholders.
The meeting was briefed by two academics. About 21
out of 33 amendment bills in respect of the 1999
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria were
debated and adopted by the National Assembly. They
were also soon to be presented to State Houses of
Assembly for adoption. A political scientist, Prof.
Kamilu Sani Fagge, and a legal practitioner, Barrister
Audu Bulama Bukarti, both from Bayero University,
Kano explained the political implication and legal
aspects of the proposed amendments, which provoked
well-informed comments and contributions from the
participants.

BUK Gets Donation of Sports Kits
The National Lottery Trust Fund has donated sports kits
worth thousand of Naira to Bayero University, Kano in
its effort to boost sports activities in the Nigerian
Universities. The sports materials presented to Vice
Chancellor Professor Muhammad Yahuza Bello by the
zonal coordinator of the Fund, Mallam Sagir Ahmed
Mohammed, on Tuesday, 7th November, 2017 included

By: Abubakar Yusuf

pairs of goalkeeper jersey, 25 pieces of tracksuits and 15
pieces of Shin Guards.
Other sports materials that were received by the Vice
Chancellor are 25 pieces of T-shirts, 25 pieces of canvas
shoes, two sets of Beep, 15 pieces of long socks, two
pieces of keeper socks, 22 pieces of small socks and 25
pieces of bags.

DVC Admin, Prof. A. I. Tanko (2nd left), receiving the donated items from Zonal
Coordinator of Nigerian Lottery Trust Fund, Mallam Sagir A. Mohammed
while the Director of Sports, Prof. Rabi’u Muhammad (1st left), looks on

In his speech during the presentation, the Zonal
Coordinator of Nigerian Lottery Trust Fund,
Mallam Sagir Ahmed Mohammed, said the
gesture was in line with Federal Government’s
directive to use 20% of what they generated in
providing social amenities to society. “As you
are well aware, the National Lottery Trust Fund
was established under section 35 of the National
Lottery Act 2005 by Federal Government with
the mandate to take custody of a certain
percentage of the proceeds of all National
Lottery Operations in Nigeria for the execution
of good cause projects across the country for the
benefit and well-being of the citizens of
Nigeria,” Mallam Mohammed added.

two sets of jerseys, 25 pairs of Football Boots, 18 pieces
of PU, two pairs of hand gloves for a goalkeepers, two While congratulating Bayero University for being
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among the few Universities that benefited from this kind
of gesture, he called on the University to make good use
of the sports kits. He promised to look into other ways
that the Lottery Fund would assist the University to
develop.

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad Yahuza
Bello who was represented by the Deputy Vice
Chancellor (Administration) Professor Adamu Idris
Tanko in his speech thanked the National Lottery Trust
Fund for the gesture. He said the University was

VC Prof. Bello Assures 73 Battalion of Support and Cooperation
By: Bala G. Abdullahi

The Vice Chancellor of Bayero University, Professor
Muhammad Yahuza Bello, has assured the newly
appointed Commanding Officer of the 73 Battalion of
the Nigerian Army, Janguza, Kano, Lieutenant Colonel
I.O. Amah of the support and cooperation of the
University.

supporting them to strengthen their work was a patriotic
service, which Bayero University would be willing to do
to the best of its ability.

The Vice Chancellor stated that the University was fully
aware of the support in terms of the maintenance of
security which the 73 Battalion had extended to the
Professor Bello was speaking when he received the University, saying that 'on our part, we shall do
Commanding Officer in his office on Friday 3rd everything humanly possible to assist and support you
November, 2017 during a courtesy call.
and to also cooperate with you to enable you serve the
nation better.'
Professor Bello told the Commanding Officer
that the University would be willing to admit
children of the officers and men of the
Battalion into programmes, including
postgraduate programmes provided they meet
JAMB admission requirements.
He congratulated the new Commanding
Officer and wished him a successful tenure.
Earlier, the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Colonel I.O. Amah, had told the Vice
Chancellor that he was in the University as
part of his tour of institutions within the
jurisdiction of the command in order to solicit
for cooperation and support.
Commanding Officer 73 Battalion, Lieutenant Colonel I.O. Amah receiving
copies of BUK Today Magazine from the VC, Prof. M. Y. Bello

He said the Battalion was ready to work with
the University in the area of security
He said the Army was doing a selfless service to secure sustenance, assuring that the 73 Battalion would give the
the territorial boundaries of the country, as such University all the support it needed.

Dr. Alhassan Dahiru Re-appointed, HOD Quantity Surveying
The Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad Yahuza Head, Department of Quantity Surveying for another
Bello has approved the re-appointment of Dr. Alhassan period of two years commencing from June 22, 2017.
Dahiru of the Department of Quantity Surveying, as the

Call for Application for the World Prize of
Tunisia for Islamic Studies-2017
I am directed to forward herewith a call circular for
application received from the Islamic Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO) in Rabat,
on the 2017 World Prize for Islamic Studies offered by the
Ministry of Religious Affairs of the Republic of Tunisia
and to kindly request that the Information be disseminated
to interested candidates among your establishment to
submit applications.
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Each interested candidates should meet the qualification
criteria of the prize and submit their application forms
attached with their curriculum vitae, stating publications,
abstract of his booklet not exceeding five pages in Arabic
Language. Please note that the hard copies of the
candidates' application files should be forwarded to the
undersigned and the soft copy sent via email to
th
abooalamin@gmail.com on or before 20 December,
2017.
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Department of Physics: Notice of Seminar
Presentation
Presenter 1: Naja'atu Aminu Sulaiman
(SPS/14/MPY/00003)
Topic: Development of a simple, intelligence traffic
control system for developing countries
Chairman: Dr. G.S.M Galadanci
Presenter 2: Abdulrashid Abu Safiyanu
(SPS/14/MPY/00038)
Topic: Evaluation of the performance of a parabolic
Trough Solar Collector with Coated Receivers
Chairman: Dr. Fatima S. Koki
Presenter 3: Sunusi Bala Abdullahi
(SPS/15/MPY/00015)
Topic: Performance Analysis of GSM Networks in
Kano Metropolis, Kano
Chairman: Dr. Abdu Yunusa
Date: Thursday 9th November, 2017
Time: 10:00 am
Venue: Physics Research Laboratory

Department of Nigerian Languages:
PhD/MA Proposal/Seminar
Presenter 1: Muhammad Sulaiman Abdullahi
(SPS/15/PHA/00009)

Salisu Weds Ummasalaim

Topic: Tokens Selection as a Stabilizer in Acoustic
Study of Hausa Bowels
Presenter 2: Ibrahim Lamido (SPS/14/PHA/00003)
Topic: Nason Wakokin Baka na Hausa a Al'adun
Tangalu da Terawa
Presenter 3: Muhammad Shu'aibu
(SPS/15/MHA/00028)
Topic: Phrase Structure and Transformational
Ambiguities in Hausa Synta: An Assessment
Presenter 4: Sa'adatu Aliyu (SPS/14/MHA/00011)
Topic: Wasu Canje-Canjen Tsarin Sauti a Hausar
Lukshi
Chairman: Professor Ahmadu Bello
th
Date: Wednesday, 8 November, 2017
Venue: Departmental Board Room
Centre for Gender Studies: 3rd Public Lecture
rd
The Centre for Gender Studies invites you to its 3
Public Lecture titled: Better Late than never: The
Opportunities and Prospects of Distance Learning
for Muslim Women
Speaker: Professor Salisu Shehu
th
Date: 14 November, 2017
Time: 10:00 am
Venue: Centre for Gender Studies

Wedding Fatiha

Salisu Ibrahim Ishaq of the Centre for Information
Technology invites members of the University
community to his wedding fatiha with his fiancée,
Ummusalaim Abdulwahab Abdallah, scheduled as
follows:
th
th
Date: Friday, 5 RabiulAuwal, 1439 = 24 November,
2017
Time: 1:30 pm after Juma'at prayer
Venue: Alfurqan Masjid, Alu Avenue Nassarawa
G.R.A, Kano.

Engr. Ibrahim Weds Haj. Fatima

Prof. Junaidu Na’aliya and Prof. Habu N. Aliyu of
Department of Pure and Industrial Chemistry cordially
inivite members of the University community to the
wedding fatiha of their children, Engr. Ibrahim
Abubakar and Hajiya Fatima Junaidu, scheduled as
follows:
Date: Saturday, 18th November, 2017
Time: 11:30am
Venue: Masallacin Mallam Ari, Sabon Titin Darma,
Darma, Katsina State.

Appreciation from Lamara Garba
On behalf of myself and my family, I wish to, most
sincerely, express our profound gratitude and appreciation
to members of the University Community who personally
attended, felicitated supported and offered prayers during
the wedding ceremonies of my son, Aliyu Haidar
Abubakar and his wife, Hauwa Hamma Saleh, which took
th
place on Saturday, 4 November, 2017.

Deans, Directors and Heads of Department, the entire staff
from the Directorate of Public Affairs, Faculty of Earth and
Environmental Sciences, College of Health Sciences as
well as the staff of the Students Affairs Division and the
rest of the University Community too numerous to
mention. I am deeply honoured by your presence, support
and prayers during the ceremonies both in Kaduna and here
in
Kano, which resulted in hitch free events.
In particular, my special appreciation goes to the Vice
Chancellor, Professor Muhammad Yahuza Bello, all the We thank you all. We pray to Allah (SWT) to reward you
Principal Officers of the University and Emeritus abundantly and wish the couple a blissful marital life.
Professor, Ambassador Dandatti Abdulkadir as well as Amin.

Loss of Items
(1) Dr. Muhammad Baffa Sani of the Department of
Business Administration and Entrepreneurship reported
the loss of his International Passport. Please, if you come
across it, return it to the Information, Publication and
Documentation Division or call 07038670046

(2) Uloma Kalu Okoro with registration number:
EDU/15/ADE/00274 of the Department of Adult
Education and Community Services reported the loss of
his Identification Card. Please, if you come across it,
return it to the Information, Publication and
Documentation Division or call 08103061553.
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